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Hello… and welcome
Issue 37 for your online or offline reading pleasure.
Remember… you can now download the magazine as a PDF file
to store on your devices and read at a later date, or when you’re
in the countryside and the signal is poor! Now you can take us
anywhere.
What about this weather??? T shirt weather in February…. And
the catch reports certainly seem to reflect a fantastic start to the
season for a lot of anglers… keep those catch reports coming in.
The highlight for us last month was the Northern Angling Show in
Manchester. This show is extremely well organised, with so much
to see once inside, and so many on stage talks to enjoy. The line
ups this year were second to none, with both the main stage, run
by Rob Hughes, AND the Carp Lab, run by Julian Cundiff and Joe
Turnbull, both having speakers that enthralled their audiences,
and way too many to list but all the names were there, and
thousands upon thousands attended… We are already looking
forward to next year. Good job Nick Maddix, Jamie Clossick and
your team for putting together such a great show.
Moving forward... March is upon us now, and whilst the days can
definitely feel a lot warmer, the nights are still cold…. So, keep
that winter gear in your car just in case. Be prepared!!
And remember folks, when you are respooling the big reels,
please consider recycling your old lines via Steve and Viv at
the Anglers National Line Recycling Scheme (find them on
Facebook).
As always email us anytime at the following: Email brian.dixon@talkingcarp.co.uk
Email buggy@talkingcarp.co.uk
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A chat with ...

A chat with ...
Mr Rob Hughes

This month we catch up with Mr Rob Hughes. A 2 times
World Champion, TV presenter, team manager for the
England mens and ladies’ international team, writer and
author.
Welcome to Talking Carp Rob and thank you for taking time
out of your very busy schedule to have a chat with us.
Q1. For our younger readers, and those new to the sport,
let’s have a little look back at 1996, and the year that
changed the carp fishing scene forever, and it was a career
turning point for yourself…. What are your memories from
that amazing event at Fishabil?
That first ever World Championships was something absolutely
amazing. The whole world, let alone the carp fishing world had
not seen anything like it. Competition carp fishing hadn’t really
taken off over here but was quite big in France. The owner of
Fishabil, a very forward thinking Frenchman called Raphael
Faraggi decided he wanted to host an enormous international
event at his fishery, and through his connections got the likes of
Ferrari on board. 20,000+ spectators, yes 20,000 plus spectators
went along to watch the event. It was an incredibly experience for
two young lads from Wolverhampton who were studying at the
time, but history was made and myself and Simon Crow ended
up winning the event by a considerable margin and became the
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first ever World Champions.
That match in 1996 was the first carp fishing event ever ratified
by FIPS Ed, the international governing body of carp fishing, and
it was the precursor to The World Championships as we currently
know it. The event was one of those global occasions that brings
the world together on a focal point. I can’t remember how many
nations participated but it would have been around 20 and there
were 50 pairs in total. It was a big match, in both stature and size
and standing on the top step of the podium hearing that national
anthem being played seeing our flag raised set a fire burning in
me that would never go out. Competition carp fishing was in my
blood.
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Q2. Following on from becoming World Champions… how
did things change for you? Was it a huge change to your
personal and professional life?
It was a massive change, both immediately and long-term.
The immediate aftermath was that we were thrust into the
international spotlight and everybody wanted a piece of us. We
were fairly prolific anglers and writers on the UK scene, but
overnight this had turned into a global scene. Everybody wanted
to know how we had fished and what we has done …. and also
whether we would visit their country. Both Simon and I were
studying at the time, me for my legal exams and Simon for his
sports degree. I was also working in a solicitors office and had a
very good career ahead of me. Having qualified as a solicitor in
1997 it was two years later that I made the change and went fulltime into Angling/industry. It was that event that really put me and
Simon on the map globally and ended up with both of us working
within the industry in various capacities. It was a big choice
to make, as
my future was
already mapped
out as a lawyer,
but fortune
favours the
brave ( or maybe
even the stupid
sometimes) and
I grabbed the
opportunity with
both hands. 23
years later I don’t
regret it at all.

Rob Hughes
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Q3. One of the first things you did was set up the British
Carp Angling Championships which was massive at the
time. Domestic carp fishing matches are still very popular
right now, with the likes of the British Carp Cups and British
Carp Angling Championships selling out every year, as
well as more localised area/fishery based matches. Is this
something the everyday angler could get involved in or do
you need a particular mindset to even enter such events?
Of course. Competitions, whilst not necessarily for everyone,
are open to everyone. Obviously you need to be a little bit
competitive, but I think we all are, whether it’s in an event or just
out and about with your mates. One of the key points for me with
competition carping is that it really does sharpen your game.
Sitting back and waiting for it to happen it’s just not an option, and
you’ve got to think strategically and tactically all of the time. It will
make you a better angler, as you have to think round problems a
lot quicker and force bites. It’s certainly helped me as an angler,
still does in fact, because as a manager now I have to work out
the problems quicker and pass that info round the team.
Q4. Carp Team England… a very strong team and one that
is highly respected worldwide I think you will agree? How
would someone go about becoming a Carp Team England
international? Where would that person begin? How do team
members get chosen?
As with any top flight sports team you’ve got to be absolutely at
the top of your game. Football rugby cricket athletics, all of those
sports are no different to angling. I need to get a team together
that is successful, highly skilled, incredibly motivated, but also,
and this is a massively important point, gels together as a team.
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There can be and have been good anglers individually, but if they
don’t gel in the team they will not fit. We fish a team event so this
element is vital.
For anyone wanting to get into the team the first thing they
have got to do is compete. I hear all sorts of suggestions about
technically capable anglers or seemingly good catchers of carp
being suggested for my squad. Being a good angler is just not
good enough. They have to have a competitive element, and to
prove themselves in competition too.
There are many very technically gifted freestyle footballers
around and what they can do with a ball is incredible, but the top
flight of competitive football they will fail, and will probably have
run rings round and round them on the pitch.
Getting into the England squad is not about catching fish. It’s
about catching fish faster, more efficiently, and working as a team
to deliver a result.
It’s not about one water bores or long term time bandits who look
good on paper because they have more time and access than
anyone else.
There’s
no hiding
place on the
international
stage when
the world is
watching and
you are on a
level playing
field.

Rob Hughes
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If you’ve never competed before have a go at a local or regional
event, get your eye in, work your way up to national level. Fish
in the UK Carp Cup or the British Carp Angling Championships.
They have the highest standard of match anglers in the UK.
If you are competitive in that arena, consistently, then you will
come to my attention. I then make a selection, and exactly the
same way as the England football manager does, according to
requirements, eg where the event is being held, and technical
ability.
Q5. The ladies carp fishing movement seems to be really
kicking off over the last few years and you’ve had a big
involvement in that too. Tell us about it.
Yes the lady scene is absolutely brilliant isn’t it. About 4 years ago
I was approached by a lady called Miranda Brown asking whether
or not it was possible to have an England ladies team. I explained
that we could, but there was nobody to fish against at that time
so we needed to set up a group of lady anglers and lead the way.
I said if she put a group together I’d look into it. She did, and an
all female
event
was held
at Linch
Hill. One
of the
girls was
Welsh so
I helped
her work
with the
Welsh
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federation to get a Welsh Team set up and also pushed
encouraged a number of other nations to set up squads and the
rest is history. In a period of four years we’ve gone from having
no recognised ladies teams, to a full international competition and
this year will see the first ever ladies World Cup. I’m immensely
proud of my involvement in this and I’m spending a lot of time
coaching ladies as it would be all of our dreams to achieve a
medal in France. Our girls are very talented, tenacious and pretty
successful too. It’s a massive test for us this year, but we are
looking forward to it.
Q6. The UK seem to be very well represented at the moment
with some strong teams from England, Wales and Scotland.
How does the UK compare to the rest of the world when it
comes to carp fishing?
We’re all technically capable for sure. Scotland have fielded a
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team for the first time this year in the FIPS Ed World Champs,
Wales have entered three times.
England are currently ranked third in the world over the last
five years performance. We are two points off second and four
off the number one spot. We had a run of bad luck for a few
years before I took over, but dignity has now been restored and
everyone around the world knows we are very capable nation.
France are currently first, Croatia second, England third, and
Romania fourth. We have to be consistent to retain our ranking,
and once again fishing is very similar to football in that there are a
number of teams that are consistently at the top of the game. We
are fortunate to be one of those nations and the rankings reflect
that.
There isn’t an official ranking for ladies yet as we have been
fishing under ICFA rules and FIPS have the rankings but there
will be later this year. It’s widely accepted that we are pretty
capable though, having win the Anglo Welsh Cup three times and
the European Tri Nations once too.
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Q7. That takes us nicely onto participation. You work as
an angling ambassador and do a lot with the promotion of
angling as a sport. What do you hope to achieve?
I just want Angling recognised more.
Outside of athletics shooting and cycling, our national teams
are probably one of the biggest medal winners England has got
and yet we receive no recognition for this. That may be down to
the fact that Angling isn’t necessarily seen as a sport, more so a
pastime, as more people go recreational fishing than competitive
fishing. That might be true, but exactly the same thing can be
said for swimming cycling and the number of other sports. It is
vital that Angling is recognise at a higher level, whether that’s
just as a sport, or simply for the good that it does with regards
to awareness of nature, personal benefit etc etc. My ultimate
ambition is to get a subsidiary discipline of angling, probably
distance or accuracy-casting, into the Olympics. Before anybody
laughs the journey has already started. I am on an Olympic
athlete commission and we are already subject to WADA
regulations in competition so the bid is being taken seriously.
If we can tick all the boxes that need to be checked there is no
reason that we can’t be an Olympic sport in the future. This may
be 10 years away, but if it takes months or even years so be it.
We have to start, and we have. In addition to the sporting side of
course I work as an angling ambassador for TV, with the National
Governing body and quite simply with anybody that will listen. We
have to increase the profile of angling, tell everybody how great
it is, because we are already seeing a slight drop in participation
figures and there are people in the world that don’t appreciate our
wonderful sport, the benefits it brings, and the understanding of
the natural environment we get.

Rob Hughes
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Q8. You are also an accomplished diver, and as such you
have completed countless dives in lakes across the UK and
further… what would you say is the biggest misconception
you have come across when looking at bait lines, rigs, set
ups etc?
There’s a number of things that jump out. Firstly weed. Most
of the time we underestimate how much weed there is on the
bottom of the like. If there is it can cause you problems and you
should assume that if there is weed on the bottom of the lake,
there’s probably twice as much as you think there is. Use this
knowledge and apply some thought to your rigs accordingly.
Another big one is the amount of bait we put out. Genuinely 10
Spods is virtually nothing.
You normally picture
a big carpet on the
bottom, but because of
it’s spread, and also our
inaccurate casting, 10
Spods looks like virtually
nothing. As a rule of
thumb, put three times
as much bait in as you
usually do to achieve
what do you think you are
doing.
The final but biggest
thing for me is how
often rigs end up badly
presented on the bottom.
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A lot of the time they can be tangled, landed in rubbish on the
deck, or simply be in the wrong place. Not hitting the clip and
feeling the lead down is in one of the key ways to solve the
problem.
Q9. There is currently a lot of debate in the angling world
when it comes to the dumping of lead weights, some to
the extreme of dumping weights on every single take,
regardless. What are your thoughts on this subject?
I think the suggestion that people are dumping leads all the time
is wrong. Leads are expensive to buy and you don’t really wanna
lose two quid every time you get a bite.
There are occasions when, from a safety point of view, we do
need to drop our leads, but these are rare. My view is that if you
can leave it on, leave it on.
From an environmental point of view dumping anything is not
great, but I genuinely don’t believe that everyone is dropping lead
all the time as some of the press reports suggest. The fact that
when I’m diving I see very few leads shows the lake bed is not
littered as some will have you believe.
As to the scientific evidence regarding lead pollution, I’m not
convinced it’s as big a problem as it’s been made out to be. The
biggest harm in lead comes from animals eating it, and I cant
see a swan eating a 3 oz Exocet in 12 ft of water. I think it’s
the corporate drivers with vested interests and environmental
activists that don’t like angling who are pushing this. Typically as
anglers we are apathetic and do nothing to respond.
Q.10 How are you seeing carp angling these days… is there
anything you have seen fall by the wayside that you miss
from the earlier days?

Rob Hughes
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Yes of course there’s loads of things that have dropped by the
wayside, but that’s evolution. We had some great times in the
early days, pioneering, guesting even, with no harm being done,
just a little bit of fishing. The world is a much more serious place
now and there are significantly more rules. We have to have
them. Carp fishing is infinitely bigger now than it was when I
started but it’s the world we live in now and some of the older
anglers need to stop whinging about what is going on now
and stop bleating on about “the olden days”. I hate the fact that
some people belittle other peoples captures of achievements.
It’s ego that needs to damage someone else’s achievements.
I know what I think is credible, but I wouldn’t knock anyone for
doing what they want to do. As for skills I think that watercraft
is something which is lost. But then again it doesn’t seem to
really be such a big issue these days. Most of the waters are
manufactured anyway.
Man-made, stocked
with factory farmed
fish so the natural
element has been
removed. Angling now
is much like music
and also food. People
aren’t growing up
with natural artists
anymore, so much of
the music scene is
manufactured, but that
doesn’t make it any
worse than it used to
be, just different.
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Q.11 There is a lot of debating around technology in carp
fishing, bait-boats, sonars etc what are your thoughts on
these?
Once again it’s called evolution. We all get a choice to use it or
not. Each person has their own standards and it’s up to them to
set them. I’m very much of the opinion that we should all chill a
little. If we don’t like it, don’t do it, but certainly don’t whinge about
someone else having a crack.
Q.12 So what about your own fishing these days. Do you get
much time for your own stuff?
Sadly not. That’s one of the down sides of living eating and
breathing fishing. Just like everyone else I work and have a
mortgage etc so I have to fit my own fishing around my work
time. Sadly, a lot of my own personal time is taken up with
voluntary and charity work plus of course there is all the Carp
Team England stuff which a lot of people think is funded or part
of my job. It isn’t and is unpaid so that is a massive use of time.
I also support a number of angling related charities like Carp
After Combat, Second Chance and a number of smaller ones,
so time on the bank for
me is really valuable. I
love spending time with
my son fishing, although
he likes pike rather than
carp, and I’m chasing a
very special fish when I
get the chance so that
is on my radar at the
moment too.
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Q.13 How long do we have to wait before you start writing
again?
I’m constantly being asked this, and it really is just down to
time. With the TV series on BT Sport being weekly, there is a
ridiculous amount of work to do for my television roles. We are
also broadcasting across Europe so a massive amount of my
time is taken up with film work as opposed to writing. I do love the
writing side though, but unfortunately it’s got to be filming work
first, consultancy work and then my responsibility for Carp Team
England and also as an angling ambassador. Sadly something
has to give, and in recent years that’s been writing. That’s not to
say I won’t be back though.
Q.14 Finally, do you have any tips for our younger readers
about how to improve their fishing.
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It’s really simple and it’s just literally to keep going and keep
enjoying it. When you feel you’ve reached a level that you would
like to progress on from then set yourself a realistic target. That
might be a 20 or it could be a 30, but whatever it is, go for it. If
you want to catch a 30 lb fish then go to a lake that has as many
30 pound fish as you can. That way you’ve got more chance of
catching one. It sounds obvious but if there aren’t many around
you’re not going to catch them.

Thank you for taking time out of your very busy schedule to
chat with us, and we wish you all the very best for the future.
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Changing of the Colours part 1
by
Scott Geezer Grant

Changing of the colours Pt1
November was a
busy month for me
not fishing wise
unfortunately, but I got
my fair share. Firstly,
I helped my daughter
purchase her first
house so a proud Dad
Moment that was, then
on the other hand my
daughter had a car
accident that could
have ended in tragedy.
Thankfully she wasn’t
hurt too bad but you
just never know what’s
around the corner, life
is so short so spend as
much as time as you
can with your family
and the ones you love.

there.
I have fished
Churchwood for
the last couple of
years but always in
February!!! The coldest
and hardest time of
the year. However,
this time I decided to
fish Jenkins Lake, its
around an acre in size
with depths to 9ft.
The fish don’t give
themselves up easily
but I was more then up
for the challenge.

Tactics wise I was
going to approach it
more or less the same
as I had been fishing
all year, plenty of
crumbed boilies along
Moving on swiftly to my with pellet, particle and
fishing I did manage
mixed sized boilies.
to get out for 3 nights
and after a lengthy
The lake is surrounded
conversation with good by trees so there will
mate Steve Sands
be leaf matter on the
owner of Churchwood bottom, so to present
Fisheries in Brentwood a bait it would have to
I decided to do a few
be a pop up, the only
sessions over the
deciding factor would
winter period to see if
be what colour pop up
I could snare a few of
to use?
the gems that reside in Well my first session
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was late November
I was going to fish 3
nights which I was
really looking forward
to.
I had prepared 5 kilos
of crumbed Nut Job, 5
kilos of matching pellet,
a large tub of HOB
Chilli/Maize/hemp plus
a few kilos of mixed
sized boilies.
I arrived at the lake
Sunday afternoon and
was met by Steve, we
had a walk round and
it did look good, there
had been a couple
of anglers fishing the
weekend but nothing
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came out, which
didn’t feel me with
confidence but I was
going to give it a go all
the same.
It took me a couple of
hours to get everything
set up, I fished the
right-hand rod towards
a broken over hanging
branch in about 5ft of
water, the middle rod
was fished just in front
of the reeds again in
5ft and the left-hand
rod fished up against
the far margin in the
same depth of water.

Scott Grant
that’s just too much
disturbance.
All my rigs were sent
out in my bait boat with
a generous helping of
bait.

With everything now
sorted and the rods out
it was time to kick back
and relax and let the
fish do the talking.
By this time, it was
dark and felt a lot later
than it actually was.
That evening I found
it harder and harder to
go to sleep!!! I was just
too excited waiting for
one of the alarms to go
Rigwise was my
into melt down.
favoured “Ronnie Rig” I finally managed
with a white kicker
to drop off to sleep
topped off with a white around 01:00 o’clock
Nut Job pop up.
but
White is always my
was
favoured colour in the
up at
colder months, so I had 05:00
no reason to change
o’clock
as they have caught
busting
me quite a few fish
for a
over the years.
pee!
As Jenkins is a very
intricate water a bait
Then it
boat is a must, there is was a
a row boat but for me
case of

getting the kettle on as
there was no way I was
going back to sleep.
The facilities at the
fishery are top draw,
there is a large cabin
with flush toilet, shower
and a large kitchen
with fridges, freezers
and microwave. A nice
touch is all the photos
on the cabin wall
of some of the fish,
this really wets your
appetite as you know
they are swimming
about in front of
you. So, it really is a
comfortable place to
fish and the swims are
so manicured there
is no mud in sight let
alone in your swim.

Changing of the colours Pt1
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It was just after 08:00
o’clock when Steve
text me and said
anything happening to
which I replied all quiet
at the moment.
I didn’t see any fish
show at first light which
is normally the best
time to see them.
But just before 09:00
o’clock the right-hand
rod was away and after
a few minutes the fish
was gone!!! This was a
serious blow but fail I
will not, these fish are
cute and after looking
at how I was fishing
(lead clip) I decided
to change over to an
inline system (running)
and shorten my rigs.
So, without further ado
and with the rod now
changed it was boated
out to the same area.
In turn I reeled the
other rods in and
changed them both
over to the inline
system as I’m sure the
fish are getting away
with it.

A couple of hours later
I got a couple of bleeps
on the middle rod,
then the rod was away
after a right scrap I slid
the net under a lovely
mirror, not massive
but welcome all the
same. On the scales
the fish went 17lb I
was over the moon;
a simple change had
made a big difference.
Steve obliged with the
camera and took great
shots as always then
the fish was returned.
Later in the evening
the rain started to
come down and at
times was really heavy,
the pressure was
dropping and so was
the temperature with
North easterly winds
there was a nip in the

air.
I checked the weather
app and the rain was
in for the rest of tonight
and for tomorrow as
well.
After another restless
night I was up bright
and early ready for
my morning take,
well hoping more like.
The rain was on and
off and the wind was
very cold. As it got
light a fish showed
on the far margin just
in front of the big oak
tree. I wasted no time
and reeled my far
margin rod in which
I was fishing just to
the left next to a large
overhanging tree,
maybe 30ft away from
where the fish crashed.
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I decided to change the
hook bait colour and
put a yellow Nut Job
pop up on, the reason
for the change is just
something that I feel
is needed and a sixth
sense if you like. The
bait boat was sent out
fully freighted to the
area, I was now a lot
more confident as I
had already had a fish
and had now actually
seen a fish, so if the
fish are swimming
about and crashing,
they have got to eat, its
that simple.
It was now just a
matter of time surely if
the fish are there, they
will take the bait. The
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rain got heavier which
is always a good time
to be fishing even if
you do end up soaking
wet somehow it all
seems worth it when
you have a fish laying
in the net.
The afternoon was
quiet with only the odd
liner which kept the
anticipation alive and
kicking.
Another fish showed
over the same area
just before it got dark
which again gave
me confidence. The
evening was a long
one but I managed to
get some sleep that
night and was rudely

awoken just before first
light with a screaming
take on the left-hand
rod. It was still bloody
raining and as I was
in a t shirt and shorts,
I was soaked to the
skin by the time I had
landed and secured
the fish.
I grabbed some clean
dry clothes and after
a quick change was
warm and ready for
more action. It wasn’t
long before Steve
appeared and again
took some great shots,
the fish was a lovely
deep bodied mirror
which went 22lb and
just looked awesome.

Changing of the colours Pt1
With the fish returned it
was time for me to start
the dreaded pack up
and get myself home
ready to go back to
work. For me it had
been a very successful
session and using the
tactics that have been
good to me all year.
Also changing my lead
system which I’m sure
played a big part, it’s

a constant learning
curve and sometimes
a change is needed for
the right reasons.
I also got to thinking
about hook bait colour
and if white was still
the winner, you might
say well he had a
fish and lost one on
the white but I also
had a bigger fish on
yellow so if I had used
yellow from the
start could I have
caught more?
And the bigger
fish? Well that’s
the million-dollar
question for sure
and that’s why it’s
called fishing and
not catching!!
Its like a puzzle
to me and the
more I fish a lake
the more I learn,
can changing the
colour of your
hook bait really
make a difference
in the colder
months?
Yes, is the simply
answer but its
when do you
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change the colour?
That is the question
that only you can
answer.

Second session:
It was at the end of
November I managed
to sneak a 2-night
session in between
work I would say I
fished a quick 48hrs
hours but there’s no
such thing!!! 48hrs is
48hrs no matter which
way you look at it.
Again, I had been in
touch with Steve but
there hadn’t been a
fish out since my last
one that lovely 22lb
plump mirror. I wasn’t
too concerned and was
going to use the same
tactics as my previous
trip and maybe change
the colours of the pop
ups I will be using.
Temperature wise
it was quite mild for
November with 10oc
in the day and single
figures at night it did
feel warmer than a few
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weeks ago.
I arrived early evening
and it was already dark
so there was no rush to
get the rods out, I got
everything else sorted
first and then the rods
were boated out one
by one.
Now I know I’ve
been going on about
the colours but I
remembered last
winter I caught from
the cat lake on a Fluro
pink dumbell, so I put
a white pop up on the
left rod, yellow on the
middle and Fluro pink
on the right.
Hopefully the change

will pay off but we will
have to wait and see.
By the time I had
dinner it was around
21:00 o’clock and it
wasn’t long after that I
went to bed.
Next morning, I was
up bright and early

looking for any signs,
after at least 4 cups of
coffee a fish crashed
over my right rod but
I didn’t know if I was
hallucinating due to the
amount of coffee my
body had consumed!!!
This was a real
confidence booster
and I sat on my hands
waiting for the rod to
go, but it wasn’t to be.
Late afternoon I walked
around to where I was
fishing and sprinkled a
couple of handfuls of
bait over each area, I
felt confident my rigs
were sitting fine but
wanted to spruce the

Changing of the colours Pt1
spruce the areas up
with some Galaxy
goodness.
Late evening around
18:00 the right-hand
rod tore off and after
a few minutes a very
pretty mirror lay in the
net, the fish was nailed
and Fluro pink was the
colour that had now
produced, she weighed
in at 15lb 12oz.
Steve came down
and took some shots
then the fish was
returned. I was hopeful
of more to come and
I was wondering if all
the rods should be
changed over to the
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over.
Unfortunately for me
that was the only fish
of the session and
the next morning I
was packing up and
heading off home
ready to get back to
work.
Before I left, I sprinkled
a couple of kilos of
boilies over the areas
so the fish could have
a free feed whilst I’m
away.

Fluro pink? I said to
myself if I had another After checking my work
fish on the pink then all rota, I wouldn’t be able
rods would be changed to get back here until

Scott Grant
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the 16th December
which is a couple of
weeks away but it also
depends if Steve has
any bookings for that
date.
I checked the diary
with Steve and he gave
me the green light.
I rang Steve a few
days before and
he said there had
been anglers fishing
on Jenkins but had
blanked, it is especially
hard at this time of
the year and my plan
was to keep the food
source going in and
keep the fish feeding.
Even with other
anglers fishing it they
will also be putting bait
in so the fish should be
feeding.
Find out in Part 2 how
my next 2 sessions on
Jenkins turned out.
I would like to take this
opportunity to thank
Steve and Helen for
allowing me to fish and
the hospitality they
showed, so thank you
both.

If you would like to
fish either Jenkins,
Churchwood or
the dedicated Cat
Lake visit www.
churchwoodfisheries.
co.uk
For bookings call
Steve/Helen on 01277375499
If you would like to
try the ready-made
“Ronnie rigs” with the
coloured kickers from
sharp tackle visit their
website for a pack of 4
hooks its £2:99 which
isn’t expensive at all.
I would like to

thank the following
companies for their
products of which I use
in my fishing.
www.galaxybaits.co.uk
www.sharptackle.co.uk
www.hookedonbaits.
co.uk
If you’re out on the
bank stay safe and
remember its only
fishing.
All the best
Geezer

Attirer produces the goods again
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A winters Tale
Bajansenye-a
Hungarian
32
Adventure
by Andrew Murray

a Hungarian Adventure
Having travelled to
France several times
over the last few years,
I had been on the
lookout for something
a bit different and a
change from what I
had been doing. A
bit more hard-core to
test myself a bit as
part of getting back
into more hard core
carp fishing. In my last
article in Carpworld
when I said I wasn’t
that guy Andy Murray
anymore, I didn’t
explain it very well.
It strikes me I don’t
catch as many carp
as I did, I’m certainly
not as hungry and
competitive as I was,
I think it comes from
just enjoying being
out and fishing for
fishing itself, whereas
in the past I wouldn’t
rest until I had caught,
not just one carp but
more carp than all the
anglers around me, it’s
just how I was. I’m no
longer that competitive,
I’m now happy to fish
slightly harder waters

for some bankside
peace and quiet, so I
accept that the rods
aren’t going to rattling
off so much. It was
the foreign trips I had
become maybe too
relaxed about, just
accepting being on
holiday and having a
few carp was okay and
probably being a little
bit lazy in my fishing
approach. So I had
decided to make a bit
more of an effort and
see if I could still fish
some bigger-harder
waters like I used to in
the 90’s and catch from
them.
It was a chance
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discussion at the
Carp Society show
last winter that
brought about this
trip to Hungary.
Marc Westenberg of
Carping Adventures
was exhibiting at the
show and I ended up
helping on his stand for
a couple of days due
to a request from him
through the Mainline
team page, as he
had been let down.
During the two days
we talked about fishing
across Europe, more
especially the Balkans,
somewhere I had
heard of in the past but
never paid much
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much attention to.
Obviously, a lot of
anglers have heard
of Sumbar and a
few others that are
well known for their
huge carp, which
Marc has access to
with his company
Carping Adventures.
Bajansenye was the
one that caught my
eye though, not too
far over the border
into Hungary, but still
a heck of long drive
from Calais! It would
certainly be a fishing
adventure that’s for
sure.
The next thing, who
if anyone to go with?

Andrew Murray
and fishing, when we
haven’t fished before,
it’s all well and good
saying it will be ok, I
have seen best pals
go fishing for a week
and never speak again.
What we did have
going for us, is that we
have both been carp
fishing for a long time,
so should be able to
deal with the highs and
This was going be a
lows a long session
hard drive and hard
can bring, and just take
fishing, I had got to
know Clint over the last ourselves off if needed.
Also, we had similar
couple of years and
ideas in our approach
we had been on the
to fishing for Carp.
same trips to France
Anyway, I needn’t have
a couple of years
worried really, we got
running, so we had
more than a few chats. on like a house on fire
and worked together
Clint had already
asked me about going well. Back to the trip,
once we had booked
to Fuillettes later in
the venue, it was
the year (which I’ll
time to start with the
cover later on). When
planning.
I mentioned Baja to
Clint, he was up for
In previous articles,
this straight away, he
I had said the
just had to break the
biggest change in
news to his wife…my
initial concern was that my graveyard years
was the boom of
how would we get on
information available
for 12 days travelling
on the internet. In my

a Hungarian Adventure
past fishing days, it
would be a friend of
a friend who knew
someone, and you
would hopefully obtain
some info that way.
Clint and I googled
everything we could
about the lake, it
became obvious to
us that a lot of fishing
on the lake was been
kept quiet, but there
was some info around
on Facebook and
U-tube, FB I love, I am
in regular touch with
anglers across the UK,
all across Europe and
a bit further. During

the planning stage
Clint and I spoke
with several anglers
who fish in Hungary
regularly and also
learned of several
other lakes worth
taking a look at in the
future. Normally when
you start to google
somewhere you can
see videos, pics and
can then ask questions
to anglers that have
been there. We did get
some good info from
a group that had been
out there the back end
of last year and caught
some good sized
carp (The
Ridgemonkey
team), Clint
had spoken to
some of the
guys at length
as well, so
that was good
a start. We
spent months
planning on
what tackle,
equipment
and also bait
to take along.
There were
a number of
things we
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had to buy as oneoffs that would last
for many trips, so a
bit of expense was
incurred that should
stand us in good stead
for many trips. We
bought a generator to
re-charge everything
in the event of power
not being available,
we bought 2 110 AH
leisure batteries, a 55lb
thrust motor, an Echo
sounder. A large pan
and heavy duty cooker
to cook particles
fresh each day, which
saved on the travelling
weight. Clint is a bigger
internet trawler than I
am and kept coming
up with things he had
found, I drew the line
when he sent me a
picture of a portable
oven! I kept having to
remind him, we only
had a T5 to travel in!
The only thing we
didn’t get was a useful
sized Dinghy, because
we couldn’t make our
minds up on the most
suitable. Luckily we
managed to borrow
one for the trip, which
was good as it helped
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us decide what we
need in the future. So,
we were fully kitted out,
I’ll come back to the
bait later.

Andrew Murray

on the Friday, the sat
nav showed 897 miles
to our destination in
Hungary, our ETA
was 4pm Saturday
afternoon, so we set
I headed off down
off on our adventure!
south to pick Clint up
Our plan was to try and
before heading for
get about 500 miles
Dover, this journey
under our belt before
alone took me twice as stopping in a motel on
long as expected due
route, we will plan this
to a four hour delay on a bit better next time!
the A1, within a stone’s The journey wasn’t too
throw of the A1 pits,
bad, through France,
where I fish regularly.
Belgium, Holland,
The Newark turn off is Germany, Austria and
a notorious black spot, then into Hungary. I’ll
many a time I have
re-phrase that, parts
been sat fishing on
of the journey weren’t
the Pits and watched
too bad, I don’t know
the traffic at
a standstill,
this time it
was my turn!
Anyway, I
picked Clint
up and we
completed
loading
the van, it
was full to
bursting! We
arrived in
Calais just
after lunch

if anyone has driven
through Germany
where there are very
few speed restrictions
on the motorway! Cars
passing at speeds
up to 150mph was a
regular occurrence
and quite unnerving
to say the least! We
found a motel on route
and booked in for the
night, the price was
reasonable, it was
clean, and we got a
few hours kip. Up at 6
and on our way again,
we seemed to knock
up the miles pretty
quickly and soon were
driving into Austria. On

a Hungarian Adventure

this type of trip, it is
important to cover all
bases, an important
part of that is making
sure you are covered
for driving in the
country you are in.
6 countries and all
with slightly different
driving rules. Again,
the internet and
the RAC website
proved invaluable
for this. To drive in
Austria, you need
a Vignette to drive
on the motorways,
same in Hungary on
some motorways.
I was able to order

these beforehand for
a cost of just over
20 Euros, so it made
sense to do that. Just
as well, coming out
of Austria the police
were mob handed at
the border checking
for the Vignette on
the windscreen, to not
display this is a 150
Euro fine on the spot.
Same in Hungary if
they put a road check
in place. I have driven
in abroad for almost
40 years now and only
had two accidents in
that time, neither my
fault before anyone
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says
anything!
Always
having the
correct
paperwork
saves a lot
of time and
effort when
involved
with any
police
let alone
foreign
police.
Back to the
journey, the
drive through Austria
flew by mainly due
to the breath taking
scenery nearly all the
way, very soon we had
slowed down through
the last town in Austria
and over the Border
into Hungary and
finally the small town of
Bajansenye, just out of
the town we pulled up
at the lake.
We were both pretty
tired and had planned
to stay in the hotel the
first night. There was a
slight issue as it was
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early season and the
place didn’t seem to be
fully open yet and they
had one party that took
the whole place up. We
had a good chat with
Thomas the owner,
he suggested we set
up camp leisurely
and start fishing the
following day- which
made sense as were
both a bit travel weary.
We had planned to put
off setting up until the
following day until we
were really sure where
we wanted to be. While
we had an idea where
we wanted to fish, we
really wanted to watch
the water at Sunset
and then again at
Dawn before making
that final decision.
We went off for a bit
of a recce to see how
it looked. The lake is
about 1.5 kilometres
long, quite thin, lined
on one side by a deep
forest that just slopes
into the water, fishing
is from the dam head
and one side all the
way along the opposite
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bank to the forest. Now
this bank is actually
the dam and is about
15-20 metres straight
up from the road, the
area we fancied was
about half way along
and was opposite a
small bay. When we
stood up there and
looked back down at
my van, we realised
the enormity of the task
ahead, getting all the
gear up was going to
be chuffing hard work!
With my dodgy knee
and shoulder and Clint
just have surgery on
his Achilles heel, and
both of us getting on
in years... Anyway, we
decided this was where
camp was going to

be and spent the next
two hours emptying
my van, carrying it
all up the slope and
setting base camp up,
everything had to be
out as we had to put
the motor away due
to this being part of a
national park. Once
set up we went for a
drive round to find the
local shops and bars
etc. we stopped on
the way back having
found a little restaurant
next to the lake and
had a beer and some
food. We were both
shattered and got our
heads down.
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Silt?
No
Thank
You….
40
By Gary Milky Lowe

Silt? No Thank You....
When you mention silt, most
anglers would say that they avoid
fishing in it or near it. The stuff
stinks, it’s black, it makes your
baits smell… but does it? Love it or
hate it, it’s sometimes impossible
to avoid, covering the entirety of
the lake bed on some venues.
Silt doesn’t have to be your worst
nightmare; in fact, carp love feeding
in it and it often contains a host of
naturals, so why avoid it?
The important thing to know is that
it doesn’t always smell revolting.
There are numerous types present
in lakes, some of which fish love
to visit, others that stink to high
heaven and cause your baits to
smell rotten!
A prime example are the old meres
or lakes that have a lot of trees
round the bank edge. a lake I fish
has no discernible features, it is
very much like a large bowl, so
locating a spot becomes more
crucial. When it comes to tackling
venues like this one, you have to
have an understanding of silt and
the ways to make it work for you on
a given venue. Silt isn’t always as
we imagine it, so I will be covering
a few basic things into the way I
go about fishing in the black stuff,
and what I think has led me to great
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success on silty venues and the
success I’ve had on them.
Ok now you need to understand
how silt works and the differences
of it. It is usually fine sediment on
the lake bed that is made up debris
that’s broken down over the years.
What we know as ‘chod’ this is the
early stages of silt, where the decay
is still whole pieces of sediment that
have found the lake bed, leaves,
sticks etc. Over a period of time, the
chod breaks down and becomes a
muddy sediment, which we class
as silt. That’s why you find it in old
venues, such as meres and old
estate lakes.
You can usually get a good idea
of where the thicker silt collects
by looking for overhanging trees
or areas where debris is likely to
fall into the water. Although there
are usually varying degrees of silt,
different densities, colours, smells
and texture. I have always found
the firmer, less potent smelling silt
to be the most effective when it
comes to getting bites, but first I
have to find it.
A marker rod with braid straight
through to the lead is vital. This
allows you to gain the ultimate
feeling when pulling the lead across
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the lake bed. I prefer to use a
reasonably heavy lead, around 3
to 4oz because this exaggerates
each feeling when the lead touches
the lake bed, feeling the lead down
through the water column is initially
the biggest indicator of good silt;
the thick, smelling silt will indicate
a much softer, slower response on
the rod tip, very much like casting
into weed. You will also find that the
thicker silt is much harder to pull the
lead out, sometimes you have to
physically compress the rod to draw
the lead back across the lake bed.

Gary Lowe
lead hits the lake bed. This can
often feel like gravel or hard clay,
but it is in fact a thin layer of silt
covering the lake bed.

The ideal silt to fish over is often
much thinner and smoother
because the fish have cleaned it off
previously, it would have probably
contained a host of naturals and
over time the fish have fed on
the silt and filtered it out, leaving
a smooth dinner plate area. It’s
worth having a good cast about
at different distances and depths
to find varying silt. By paying
Generally, this thicker silt can hinder close attention to the drop and by
rig presentation and, the fouldragging the lead slowly across
smelling nature, quickly taints baits the lake bed, you will be able to
and reduces their effectiveness.
tell the difference between smooth,
When searching for silt, you’re
hard silt and thick, smelly silt can
looking for the firm ‘donk’ as the
become easy.

Silt? No Thank You....
The lake I fish
the silt changes
regularly and it’s
quite obvious it
contain areas of
smooth, clean
silt. These areas
are likely to
have contained
populations of
naturals that are
attractive to carp, I
believe that these
areas are natural
larders that fish
will visit regularly.
I hear people talk
about it all the
time but you don’t
see many people
doing it, smelling
the lead is an
indicator of different types of silt, so
by smelling the lead you can easily
distinguish between one type and
another due to the obvious potency.
When you have found an area that
you think is ideal to present your rig
over, draw the lead slowly across
the lake bed and then quickly wind
in. Sniff the lead to see if you notice
any distinct smell; the cleaner the
spot, the less potent the smell will
be. Try comparing two spots in the
same swim to see the difference. If
you have found a thick, soft spot,
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cast your lead to it and draw it back
across the lake bed slowly. When
you retrieve the lead, give it a whiff
and you will know straightaway
if the spot is one of the horrible
smelling patches of silt.
I have been doing this for some
time, so I use a plain coated lead.
However, for anglers trying this for
the first time, a textured lead draws
more of the smell from the silt for
better recognition.
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When I am fishing in silt, I always
use a pop up. I want to get the hook
bait separated from the lake bed.
This way, you can ensure that there
is less chance of the silt penetrating
the hook bait and masking the smell
that it is giving off which draws fish
in.
For my fishing I’ve been using a
helicopter setup, with the hook link
running up the taska evolve leader.
This means that when the lead hits
the bottom it plugs into the light silt
and the hooklength slides up the
leader and settles on to the top
bead.
I use a Ronnie rig set up with a stiff
hooklink like the taska deceptive
fluorocarbon. The main emphasis
here is to get the hook bait popped
up off the deck.
One factor, whatever the depth of
the silt is, is to ensure that your
pop-up is perfectly balanced. You
don’t want the bait to be over
weighted with putty otherwise it will
sink into the silt, your need to apply
enough putty to the rig to sink the
pop-up and then remove a fraction
at a time until the bait sinks through
the water slowly. that way you will
make the bait sink slowly until it
settles perfectly.

Gary Lowe
The biggest edge in my fishing over
silt is the bait. Most anglers use
boilies straight out of the bag and
that means a few things. Firstly,
because the baits contain moisture,
once they are introduced into the
water its inclined to instantly take on
water and with that the silty smell.
This means that as your baits settle
on the lake bed they swell and
become saturated with silt because
they act like a sponge.
I take a bag of Munch Baits Cream
Seed and empty them into an
air-dry bag. After a few weeks
the baits will have dried right up;
they will be rock solid and slightly
paler. Empty them straight into a
bucket and they are now ready to
rehydrate. I use the Cream Seed
liquid food for this.
The reason behind doing this to the
baits is to saturate them with flavour
and attraction They will swell right
up and go soft again. This means
they are full up with the liquids and
are ready to be used. this means
that the silty smell can’t penetrate
them.

Silt? No Thank You....
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I try to make my hook baits as
attractive as possible, so I boost
them with munch baits tri-sweet
liquid this leaks off into the water,
and stops the smell of the silt being
drawn into your hook bait, by
just taking a few of these tips and
methods to adapt your fishing when
targeting a silty venue, I’m sure
you will begin to find areas of the
lake that are more productive than
others.

smooth silt to present your baits
over will be hugely beneficial you
on a silty venue. It’s certainly
helped me over the last few years
on some very silty lakes some have
over 3 feet of silt. So, work at it and
you find that your fishing will benefit
from all the hard work that it is.

Silt, like other spots, can change
over time, so putting the effort
in to find those areas of firm,

All the best...

Ignore silty venues or areas and
you’re reducing your chances of
catching carp like this.

Milky
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Scott Grant

We Live
and Learn
by
Mike
Madeley
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Well I’ve been out on the bank
in the colder weather that we
had earlier on and unfortunately
blanked on both sessions, so that’s
2 48hr sessions that I have gathered
more information. If I come back
from a lake with a blank and not
learnt anything well to me that is a
complete fail on all accounts.
There’s always something that can
be taken away, whether
that’s actually spotting
fish or simply getting out
the marker rod or Deeper
and having a good search
about and finding
some good spots and
marking them down.
I’ve recently come back
from a small venue in the
Midlands,
it was a lake I’ve never
fished before but on
speaking to the locals it is
one tricky venue, in fact
some of the guys have
only caught one or 2 fish
over a 9 month period!
I do like a challenge, but
also desperate to get my
campaign underway and

Mike Madeley
land a carp.
I decided to just fish for a bite on
the 1st night and armed with a
very enticing stick mix and my old
faithful Enterprise corn. I cast to
a spot on the far margin, the 2nd
rod was also cast on the far margin
bank which was only around 50yds
but tricky as it was a matter of
getting under over hanging trees,

We Live and Learn
but using the cast short, let line off,
clip up and recast got me bang on.
Nothing happened on night 1 so
I went for a walk about early on
the last morning to see if I could
find them, and with a decent set
of polaroids I did indeed spot a
couple of the residents. They were
behind a small island which from
where I was located and there
was no way I could get a rod on
them, but after watching them for
a couple of hours they seemed to
move directly out towards the spot
I was fishing. I decided to put some
bait on the spot and draw them
down. A carpet mix of crumbled
up Mad baits wicked whites and
nut boilies with hemp and corn and
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a few castors was spread around
the area, fresh sticks mix and my
forever Rig Marole Hydrolinks
were replaced on the spot. A great
mix that attracted the coots and
ducks who had clearly wiped me
out but knowing my hook bait
would be fine I left everything
however unfortunately no takes.
I love fishing new and different
venues it’s the anticipation of it
all, my next session will be a 48hr
session with the Ex-Army guys….
maybe this is where my 2019
campaign will kick off, I blinking
well hope so.
Fish safe, Fish well.

Mike Madeley

We can cater for any social event you have coming up be it a barbecue on
arrival for the social side of things or a one pot dish for the evening,
breakfast, lunch we can do it all.
Let us take care of the catering whilst you take care of your event.
So if you require bankside catering at a higher level, then do not hesitate
to contact us on the details below.
Jason Sandiford
W: www.chefukcarp.co.uk
E: chefukcarp@outlook.com
M: +447769586391
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Preparing for Spring or
NOT!!
By Rich Austin
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Hi everyone,

I hope this edition finds
you all well and eagerly
awaiting the warmer
weather.........
I can honestly say that
Winter as we all know
it has finally subsided
and it is slowly on
the turn, but do not
be under any illusion
that Spring is here
because it is not, the
UK weather is truly like
a chameleon that’s for
sure, always playing
tricks on us leading
us in to a false sense
of security and almost
toying with us to make
tactical changes too
early or teasing us with
a bit of sunshine. I
personally have never
known a February
like the one we just
witnessed, the variant
of daily temperatures
was amazing, and
only last week we hit
a temperature in the
Colne Valley of 20
degrees! In February!
Well let’s get the
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floaters out huh, well
not quite. Although
the weather is a bit
mixed up, the flowers
are certainly mixed up,
Daffodils ‘springing’ up
almost a month early,
the fish are definitely
mixed up, warm, cold,
hot, freezing, it totally
messes with their
bio structures, some
will kick start their
awakening quicker
than others, that’s
just life and the same
as humans do with
waking up, some like
the warm, some the
cold. Be under no
illusion though that
it’s not quite Spring
yet. The daily highs

of 15,16,17+ degree
temperatures are
as sporadic as the
fish at the moment,
what we are seeing
is the sunshine
in the daytime,
and temperatures
plummeting in the
hours of darkness only
this morning it shot
right down to -2 and
the frost was rife.
So how do you adapt
your fishing to these
conditions, although
the air is warm and the
sun is out the water
temperature in general
is still bitterly cold, as
a perfect example a
couple of days ago I

Preparing for spring or NOT
was fishing Farlow’s
Lake in Iver and the
sun was out, I was in
a T-shirt in the middle
of February temps of
around 16/17 BUT
the water was still a
bitterly cold 5 degrees,
that’s what I’m saying
about everything being
confused and people
tend to think its BBQ
weather and the fish
are bang on. Well that
unfortunately is not the
case. Carp in general
lay dormant through
the very cold months,
only moving around
when they have to,
they are covered in
lice and leeches where
they have been belly
down in the silt keeping
that warm thermal
layer of water around
them. When fishing
in these conditions
I never go mad with
bait, I find that fishing
a PVA Bag of pellet
or crumb boilie mix is
more than enough, you
are fishing for that one
bite and then you can
progress from there. I

also cast every hour
or so moving the rods
slightly until I have
eventually run out of
my water and start
back on the original
spots, that allows me
to look for the fish
sub surface hopefully
putting one in front of
their nose, so they use
less energy in sourcing
food just for that
opportunist mouthful.
also allows a trail of
bait to go down without
smashing the water to
pieces by
spodding,
when fish
are freely
roaming
about
hungry, all
wake and
searching
for food
a spod or
bait rocket
can be
in certain
situations
a dinner
bell for fish
and they
will readily
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compete for the food
offerings, but on a quiet
cold lake it can have
the totally adverse
effect, the crash of
such a dinner bell can
send any fish that were
in your area straight off
the map and that can
ruin the fishing for just
not you, but for any
other angler around
you, and I think that is
selfish angling.
On this Farlow’s
session I chose to
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punch out some solid
bags to a plateau at
42 Yards I was using
3 rods, and each
had a different hook
bait to start with and
it wasn’t long until I
was in to some of the
Farlow’s infamous
bream. I have to
say I don’t really
mind catching
bream because
it shows me that
the presentation
is bang on, the
rigs are working,
and the baits
are sitting pretty.
SAYING THAT,
after the 8th
bream in 24hours
it was becoming
a little tiresome
and a change of
tactic had to be made, I
didn’t change anything
earlier because where
there are bream there
are always other
species and I was
hoping the carp would
shoulder the silvers out
but on this occasion
it didn’t happen so I
changed tactics.
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I changed 2 rods away
from solid bags and
went for a single hook
bait presentation in
the form of an 8” PB
Products Jelly Wire
Hook link to a size
6 KD Hook fishing

it D-Rig style with a
bait screw to attach
the bait of my choice
which was going to
be Mainlines Orange
coloured 50/50 FruitTella Wafter fished
with a 50p sized mesh
crumbed boilie parcel
just to protect the
hook. It took only an

hour before I had a
stunning apple sliced
stockie cross the chord
of the Sonik 2-piece
net. I was over the
moon not just because
it was a stunner, pure
and simply because I
had it from a complete
change of tactics
and only bream
were coming out,
so wasting no
time at all I set
the rod back out
on the same spot
and only had
to wait another
hour before an
old original was
in the net the
battle scarred
mirror made my
day there are
not that many
originals left in Lake 2
at Farlow’s and they
don’t pop up very often
so to see this was truly
magnificent, my trip
was complete in my
eyes, it didn’t matter if
I blanked the following
24hours. In between
the carp making an
appearance I was
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picking off the odd
bream and was
rewarded during the
night with one of
Farlow’s famous tench
- it went around 8lb+
and was nailed centre
bottom lip again so the
confidence in my rigs
was sky high this trip. I
had a quiet night after
this and went in to my
last morning thanking
the lucky stars, I wasn’t
kept up with silvers
again. I was starting a
slow pack down after
a bitterly cold night
thawing out my gear
waiting for the sun
to come up when my
right rod, let’s call that
the carp rod, as it was
the rod that had all 3
rattled off, stripping
line until I managed
to turn it and a decent
fight ensued I saw
a couple of times its
back glisten in the
sun that was rising on
the horizon and it felt
quite nostalgic as I was
letting it do what it had
to do whilst keeping
on steady pressure,

and once again the
elation I felt when it
crossed the net chord
was immense I felt I
really accomplished
a lot on this sessions,
rigs, presentation, bait
application, I did not
spod out once, nor
use a throwing stick
it was minimal bait
application that snared
these fish on this 48hr
session and that for
me is gratifying. A
truly stunning Farlow’s
common which felt like
a block of ice in my
hands was my prize
and that was the last
fish to see my bank,
total tally for the 48hr
was 11 bream up
to about 8lb, a truly
stunning
tench
which
I can’t
stop
thinking
about,
and 3
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magnificent carp which
shows once again
why Farlow’s is held
in such esteem as a
stunning venue I can’t
recommend it enough
for all anglers from new
comers to seasoned
professionals it
has something for
everyone.
You will notice in any
of my articles that I
rarely mention actual
fish weights, and that’s
because I don’t weigh
many of my fish, not
just because it is fiddly,
and can be stressful for
the fish, but because
weights don’t really
interest me, unless it’s
something very
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special like a new
PB, or a match that
I’m in etc weights are
not why I go fishing, I
fish for the love of the
sport, the stunning
fish that I get to see,
the character fish that
come my way, the old
warriors, fish with a
past that have been on
an amazing journey,
some things are more
important than others
to people and we all
go fishing for different
reasons and as long as
you are all enjoying it
that’s the main thing.
To me being prepared
for a fishing trip is very
important, by that I
mean having my bait

Rich Austin

prepped properly, in
time, and the standard
I demand, if all these
things are done to
how I expect them to
be then if I don’t catch
a fish on the session
I can eliminate that it
was my presentation
that caused that and
I can begin analyzing

other aspects of my
angling or approach on
that particular session.
If I’m fishing solid bags
for a 48hr session Ill
tie up 10 or more just
to get me going and I’ll
do more on the bank,
this has its merits,
those being that if you
are straight in to fish
you do not want to be
messing about tying
new bags before you
get your ods out as
the bite window may
be a short one, also
have you ever tried
tying a pva bag with
wet hands or a stick oh
my days the mess and
frustration is intense
and you will definitely
get frustrated so being

Preparing for spring or NOT
prepared is key.
Boilies, well I am a
huge fan of glugging,
there is never a single
boilie in my armoury
that has not seen
some sort of glugging,
whether it be glugged
frozen, thawed out and
glugged and re frozen
again weeks before a
trip, or lightly glazed
on the bank for quick
attraction, or for a
washed out bait have
them in lake water
soon as you get to the
bank an hour or so
jobs a good’un there
are so many ways to
add attraction to your
baits. If I am using a
mesh stick I
was always
use a bait
spray over
the top, not
only does
this offer an
added piece
of attraction
it will also
slow the
melt time
down just
enough to
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be 110% confident
your stick is doing
what it should and that
is adding protection
to your hook and
also putting down a
small parcel to entice
that fish to grab the
mouthful of offerings.

come and say hi and
ask any questions
you may have. I will
also be putting some
new Sonik products
through their paces this
season as I am glad to
be on board with their
team, and I am looking
forward to using the
What is laying
New SKX Alarms which
ahead for me in the
already are proving
coming weeks is the
very popular I love em
British Carp Angling
they also come with an
Championship Qualifier automated bivvy light
in Kent with my pairs
which are controlled by
partner Terry Clayton,
a take on the alarm so
followed by The Big
no immediate fumbling
One Carp Show in
around, the path is
Farnborough where
already lit.
I will be on the PB
Products Stand so
That folks is it from me
for now,
I hope to
catch up
with you all
again soon.
Good luck
Rich Austin
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Pairs Qualifier one

Branston Water
Park
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‘Starting this early in the year is always a risky business and this
qualifier proved precisely that point. We did have two fish out, which was
enough to give us our winners and runners up. Third place however
had to be divided by the dreaded cast off (This was never required at all
during last year’s events). We set the casting distance at approximately
36 metre’s and the target area was a forward facing diamond shape,
created out of red and white barrier tape and bivvy pegs on the ground.
Each of the five competing pegs proceeded to have three casts at the
target, which went in peg order.
Peg 1, Darren Pearse unfortunately couldn’t find the target.
Peg 2, Damien Watts missed with his first but then got his second and
third in the area.
Peg 3, Dan Holliday couldn’t hit the target either.
Peg 4, Michael Warrillow missed with his first, got his second in and
missed with his third.
Last up was Dean Crust from peg 5 who did exactly the same as peg 2.
That meant that peg 2 and 5 had to carry on until we had a winner.
Damien missed with his next three while Dean missed with his first go
and his second landed right in the centre.
This gave us our third place qualifiers, which seemed quite fair as Dean
lost a fish that snagged him up during the match. Keith and Toby also lost
two in addition to the 10lb
7oz fish they banked on
Saturday morning. Simon
and Phil Bury landed an
18lb 14oz common at
around 8pm
Saturday evening. Apart
from that Darren Pearse
and Levi Letchford in
peg 1 had a screamer on
Friday night, which they
managed to land but it
turned out to be a 10lb+
tench.’
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Press Release – British Carp Cups
Reuben Heaton has agreed a deal with British Carp Cups owner Mick
Coxon to become the main associate sponsor for the series. Reuben
Heaton has been a sponsor of the BCC series since its inception but the
new deal, concluded at this years Norther Angling Show in Manchester
sees the company take a more significant role in the events.
“Our scales heritage has its roots in angling competitions with the first
dial scales manufactured in the late 1920’s being out and out match
scales”. “Our involvement in competition has become an integral part of
the fabric of the Reuben Heaton brand itself and has contributed to the
development the high-performance scale models that we manufacture”.
“The Reuben Heaton brand has long been connected to many national
and international events each with their own unique profile and we value
the association with all of them”. “Although it is a carp-based series,
the BCC series encompasses several different sectors within angling
including singles, pairs, women’s and mixed events”. “As long-standing
members of the Angling Trades
Association, we are always looking
for the opportunity to promote angling
across all social groups, from the
hard-core match angler to the family
angling experience”. “With the BCC
series, we have the opportunity to
so”.
T&G also understands that the Eagle
Claw, brand distributed by Reuben
Heaton also forms part of the deal
with the successful Trokar Magnum
carp hooks sure to be a feature under
Trokar’s “Competition level hooks”
banner.
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Singles Qualifier one

Todber Manor
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“This was our first time at Todber Manor Fisheries and Little Hayes lake
proved to be an excellent place to launch our singles competition. In the
9am draw, Matt Wyld came out first and promptly picked end peg 1 (Did
he know something we didn’t). We were told before the match that the
middle area between the islands was the place to be. This was further
confirmed by the competitors that came out 2nd and 3rd and chose that
section of water. 4th out was Jason Adams, who selected peg 10 at the
same end and opposite peg 1.
It took less than an hour for the first fish to be landed, a nice mirror of 24lb
10oz for Robert Lapham in peg 7. This was quickly followed by another
stunning mirror which took the Reuben Heaton specimen hunters round
to 25lb 2oz. This was caught by Matt Wyld in peg 1, what a start. Those
first two fish turned out to be the biggest of the weekend. Once the fish
started to come on a more regular basis it was clear they were on the
back of the wind, with peg 1 on 4 fish for 68lb, peg 10 two fish behind on
31lb 4oz. Two other pegs had a fish apiece. When the wind eventually
dropped during Friday night and early Saturday morning the fish started
to move around and several other anglers registered catches. During the
morning the windy conditions returned and normal service resumed. As
Saturday was coming to a close, peg 1 had banked 11 fish for 192lb 1oz,
while peg 10 had 5 fish for just over 80lb. The real fight now was for the
3rd qualifying place. Darren Smith in peg 4 was on 60lb 15oz and Nathan
Crowder next door in peg 5 was close behind on 59lb 6oz. Next came
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peg 2 with Jamie Standbridge on 37lb 11oz but he was catching a smaller
stamp of carp.
By first light Sunday morning the wind had reached gale force, with
trees being broken and uprooted. A couple of the competitors suffered
damaged bivvies. The conditions were getting gradually worse and
it became increasingly more difficult to weigh the fish. Following a
discussion with all 10 competitors it was decided to end the match 3
hours early for safety reasons. All the remaining fish were weighed and
the scoreboard updated to give us a result. Only one peg didn’t weigh any
fish, however he did lose a couple, so all in all, considering the difficulty
with the weather it turned out to be a very good opening competition.
We had 45 fish caught. Producing a combined weight of 714lb 13oz
which gave us an average of almost 16lb per fish. The top 3 from the
scoreboard go through to the final at Albans Lakes in October. “
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UPDATE FOR UPCOMING EVENTS !!!!!!!

Q2 Orchard Farm Lake 7 15th Mar ‘19
Q3 Todber Manor Big Hayes 22nd Mar ‘19
Q4 Albans Lakes Farm Lake 12th April ’19
Q5 Berners Hall The Res 26th Apr ‘19

SOLD OUT
3 Places Left
8 Places Left
6 Places Left

Singles
Q3 Willow Park Fisheries 26th Apr ‘19

1 Place Left

Ladies Singles
Berners Hall 5th Apr ‘19

6 Places Left
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Bookings now open for this years events !!!!

- Complete

Hurry !!! Book now as places are filling fast
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Here it is folks. The one you have all been asking about. It’s the British
Carp Cup singles.
Q1 Todber Manor, Little Hayes 8th to 10th March - Complete
Q2 Branston Water Park 29th to 31st March
Q3 Willow Park 26th to 28th April
Q4 Kingsbury Pine Pool 31st May to 2nd June
Q5 Wetlands 21st to 23rd June
Q6 Newbridge Lakes 28th to 30th June
Q7 Poolbridge Q Lake 28th to 30th June
Q8 DDAP’s Brooklands 26th to 28th July
Final Albans Willows Lake 4th to 6th October
Brooklands will be 16 places and max of 11 at Wetlands
All the rest have 12 and the top 3 qualify. Top 4 at Brooklands.
The final will be an out of the bag draw and it will be decided on
a 3 best fish basis. The entry fee is £250.
Prize money
1st £5000
Runners up £2000
3rd £1000
4th £750
Booking now open
contact@britishcarpcups.co.uk 01159 812 791
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A
Van-Tastic
journey
(Part 1)
By
Alex Sheldon

A Van-Tastic Jounrey Pt1
It was around
December 2017
when myself and
fellow angler Gary
started planning a
crazy fishing trip for
the upcoming June.
Neither of us wanted to
travel abroad, instead
preferring to raise
experiences on our
own shores and risk
the British weather.
With 11 days at our
disposal we were
like a couple of kids
heading to Disneyland,
excited and buzzing at
the prospect of what
may lay ahead. I must
admit, we had perhaps
got a little carried
away when looking
at the final plans and
I was beginning to
question our sanity. It
was going to be a Day
Ticket Extravaganza,
which saw us visiting
6 different venues in
a borrowed van with a
mountain of tackle.
The 1st stop on the
trip was the famous
Linear Fishery in

Oxford. A 3am
departure time saw
my eyes looking like
pot holes in the snow
but was absolutely
necessary to get us
to the fishery gate
for the 8 am opening
time. I felt sorry for
my girlfriend Ashleigh
who was heading
down to Brighton to
coach gymnastics
and jumped in with us
to avoid the train for
most of her journey.
I’m sure that 5 hours
of being kept awake
by a rattling van and
non-stop carp chatter
would have made her
almost instantly regret
that decision. When
Gary told me he had
managed to secure
a van from one of his
mates I pictured us
looking like Matt Hayes
and Mick Brown in
The Great Rod Race,
however we looked
more like Max and
Paddy in their Road
to Nowhere series,
with the van practically
on the floor as we
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tootled down the M6
at lightning speed. The
van specs were very
impressive indeed! At
only around 25 years
of age, 0 - 50 mph
in 90 seconds and a
top speed of 58 mph
downhill with a strong
tail wind! Regardless
of this we arrived
at Linear bang on
schedule at 7:50 with
Red Bull in hand and
optimism in our bones
and we headed to
Brasenose 1 to try and
find a swim.
For those of you that
haven’t visited Linear
Fisheries before its
quite unbelievable.
A seemingly neverending oasis of
picturesque gravel
pits, each with an
equally incredible stock
of fish. The scenes
upon arrival however,
were similar to that of
the cartoon Whacky
Races! With a barrage
of men all dressed in
camo, racing their cars
down a dirt track and
running like Forest
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Gump with buckets
in order to reserve
their swims. Gary
is a policeman by
trade and is regularly
involved in high speed
car chases, but you
wouldn’t have thought
it by the way he nursed
the van around the
“Linear Racetrack.”
The options were very
limited with the venue
absolutely rammed
as usual and securing
swims was quite an
ordeal. We ended
up on another lake
altogether with swims
down the “bowl” end
of Brasenose 2 after
noticing a good head of
fish in the area.
You really see it all
at a place like Linear
and before we had
even started setting
up, two anglers had
been round asking us
to keep an eye out
for their “cracked off”
spombs as the wind
was blowing down our
way. Another angler
had been bucketing
swims for his mates
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that didn’t turn up to
fish, resulting in the
bailiff being called,
whilst another was
having issues with his
dog who had beef with
the resident fox. Now
seriously, if you’re the
kind of angler who
treats your fishing as
a search for solitude,
wanting a bit of peace

and quiet then Linear is
definitely not the place
for you. Never the less,
all of the above is soon
forgotten once you’re
up and running and
there’s potentially 30s
and 40s out in front of
you. A couple of hours
later everything had
settled down and we
looked out onto the
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30+ acre paradise
trying to picture what
may be beneath the
surface. We were
informed of a big clean
area running through
the centre of the lake
which was no surprise
really. Everyone at
Linear chucks to the
middle and spombs
over the top, so the
fish naturally polish
the bottom in these
areas. Our chosen
swims couldn’t access
this area as we were
at the very end of the
lake where the lakebed
sloped off from 5ft
deep starting to the
left of Gary’s swim
and was averaging
12 ft deep
in front of
me. The
fish would
swim up
and down
the cleaner,
shallower
middle
zone to
feed before
sitting out
in “the

bowl” area on the
surface to enjoy the
long overdue sunshine.
I explored the bottom
with a marker and at
25 wraps I found a
large area of light silt
surrounded by thicker,
denser weed. The lead
hit the bottom with a
dull thud and glided
back quite smoothly.
This was the only
presentable area I was
able to find. It was big
enough to fit three rods
if kept tight together
and a short while later
they were on the buzz
bars with 12 spombs of
“munga” over the top.
Gary chose a peg
to my left and after
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searching the area,
found he could land
just off the end of the
middle channel as it
begun to slope off. As
a result, he was fishing
in around 7-9ft at 72
yards range which
seemed to be his best
option. He adopted the
same baiting approach
as me, and we sat
back with a good old
Yorkshire Tea and
watched the afternoon
pass us by. We quickly
made acquaintance
with the gent to our
left, venue regular
Gavin who we promptly
nicknamed “GAVLAR”
without his knowledge
or consent. Gavlar
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really did have it all,
with his all singing,
all dancing range of
tackle and modified
Astra Van, making
Gary and I look like
Delboy and Rodney
Trotter. Custom built
Free Spirit HI-S rods,
Vass waders and
Delkim alarms just to
name a few! He was
sporting a “special”
candle with an aroma
designed to attract and
kill any mozzies that
entered his bivvy. I still
don’t know whether
I’m impressed by this
device or whether it
questions his manhood
and if he’s the kind
of person to sit when
taking a slash. He
turned out to be a
top bloke and told us
he had been getting
amongst a few in the
hours of darkness and
early mornings in the
days prior.
Gary was away at first
light and opened the
Linear account with
probably the smallest
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fish in Brasenose
2! An ugly little 11lb
mirror was the culprit,
but shortly after he
turned the tables with
a double take. A lovely
upper double and
the first 20+ fish of
the session at 23 lbs
completed the morning
feeding spell. Despite
all 3 rigs coming back
perfectly it just hadn’t
happened for me
on my first night on
Brasenose 2, however
I still held hope after
Gary’s action next
door, despite the
lake fishing unusually
tough. Gavlar and Gary
seemed to be the only
anglers having any
success at all in fact,
with Gavlar shouting
for assistance a couple
of times with double
takes. It was obvious
to both of us that the
fish were transiting
up the middle of the
lake at night time
and feeding into the
morning, before ending
in the deeper bowl in
front of me during the

hottest part of the day,
not interested in food.
Gary’s strategically
placed rods were
intercepting the odd
straggler and as they
did so, this proved
to be a great tactical
move from an awkward
swim.
The next 24 hours
were much the same
with Gary getting a
bite on all 3 rods at
first light and being
rewarded for a
supreme bit of angling
with a cracking 28lb
Oxfordshire stunner.
I had a completely
unexpected run, slap
bang in the middle of
the day, which fell off
right at the net when
looking beaten. When
it rains it pours!! Gary
and Gavlar were also
suffering lost fish which
we all put down to the
way they were feeding.
As a result, I shortened
my hook lengths and
triple checked hook
points to stack the
odds firmly back in my
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favour. I wasn’t fishing
very well at all to be
honest and I know we
all have those kinds of
sessions from time to
time. Making mistakes
casting which are
amplified massively
at 100 yards and just
feeling despondent
tactically. Although I
felt like I could have
fallen into a barrel of
tits and still come up
sucking my thumb, I
was chuffed as chips
for Gary and seeing
him catching had
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took
place.
After
speaking
to a
geezer
at 8 am
who was
leaving
at 2pm, I
was able
to get
packed
up and
jump in
the swim
behind
him.
already made the trip
I knew that was
worthwhile. That’s
probably going to be
the best part about
the best offer for me
fishing with a mate
on a place like Linear
in my opinion, when
and appreciated the
one of you lands a
gesture. This swim
fish it always feels
would put me in prime
like both of you have
location for accessing
caught one. Whilst in
the middle channel
the sleeping bag on
where the fish were
the second night I’d
already decided that if I clearly visiting to feed.
hadn’t had a bite by 10 This sadly meant I
would be too far away
am I was going to try
and move left and find from Gary to wonder
a swim in the shallower over and chat, so in
the final 24 hours we
water when the
changeover of anglers communicated by
phone as neither of us
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wanted to reel in. My
girlfriend was also
getting the train back
up from Brighton to
Oxford to have her
first experience fishing
overnight and I had
my first experience
driving the Van to pick
her up at 5pm. I’d had
just enough time to
find a spot at 84 yards
before leaving and my
god it was like fishing
on the car park! A
complete contrast to
the softer spot down in
the bowl, the marker
lead was absolutely
cracking down in 5ft of
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water and knowing the
fish were frequenting
there, I attacked it with
20 spombs before
heading to the station.
Unlike the day before
with the spomb falling
short, or not opening,
or opening midflight,
all of these went out
perfectly and I felt
like I was getting
my mojo back. The
added distance from
Gary held at least
one positive from the
previous swim; if the
fish weren’t playing ball
tonight, myself and my
other half had more

than enough privacy to
play a game of “Hide
the Sausage.”
When I returned with
Ashleigh all three rods
were wrapped up and
straight out onto the
baited spot. I’d got
my act together now
and they all went out,
bang on at the first
time of asking. She
must have brought me
some luck because
the kettle hadn’t even
boiled, and I was in
the waders and finally
netting my first Linear
carp. Amazing! Her
first 15 minutes of
overnight fishing
left her suitably
impressed,
furthermore
she was now
the nominated
photographer of
an immaculate
21lb 8oz mirror.
The shorter rig
and stiffer hooklength combined
with a larger
Kurv shank hook
had done the
business this time
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with the metal work
firmly in the bottom lip.
The fish in B2 knew the
game well and would
seem to come in like a
dog on a lead initially,
before going mental at
the rod tip, twisting and
turning on the line and
banging its head in an
attempt to rid the hook.
It was only 45mins and
6 spombs later when
I was away again!
Another typical linear
battle ensued before
one of the best-looking
fish I’ve ever caught
hit the spreader block
and my session had
been transformed.
It just shows you
that location really
is everything! I had
spent 48 hours in
the wrong place with
no option to move,
but 1 hour in the
right place was all it
took to change my
fortune. With the fish
laid in the cradle,
I peeled back the
mesh to reveal an
absolute banger of
a carp. As I poured

water over my prize,
I looked down at a
fish that was chunky,
clean and in pristine
condition. It’s dark,
chestnut coloured
shoulders were painted
with apple sliced scales
which got smaller and
continued along the
dorsal line ending at
a huge orange tail. If I
could have imagined or
envisaged a fish that
I was going to catch
from Oxford in the lead
up to our trip, this was
it! It was a few ounces
smaller than the first
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fish, but I was twice
as pleased due to its
aesthetic appearance.
The trip to Linear was
completely worthwhile
now that both of
us had something
really memorable
to leave with. I’m a
very forgetful person
generally but I can
still vividly remember
sliding the net under
Gary’s 28lb mirror and
taking the photos for
him. I can visualize
that scaley mirror
leaving my hands and
reluctantly swimming
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off down the marginal
shelf, almost waving
farewell to me with
its tail as it did so.
Most of the time I am
unable to remember
what I had for lunch
yesterday and that’s
what makes angling so
special to me. With the
light starting to fade I
retired for the evening
on a high with another
6 spombs over the new
area in the hope of one
more run, but it didn’t
matter either way.
It was 5am on the final
morning when Gary
and I were already
packing up as disaster
had struck! When
planning the trip, we
always knew the risks
involved so purposely
created a schedule that
could be adapted if
needed at a moment’s
notice. A series of
vicious liners had kept
me up all night and
the mountain of weed
around the rod tips
said it all. The few days
of warm weather had
encouraged the fish to
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spawn and they were
well at it! The margins
were total chaos as
the splashing could be
heard echoing across
the silent misty lake.
I’m never one to be a
cock block and didn’t
want to interfere with
the carp’s “sexy time,”
so had already reeled
in and started on
some bacon butties.
Gary’s final 24hrs
had remained biteless so we decided
to pack up and get
ahead of schedule
for our venture to the
incredible “Yateley

Sandhurst Lake”.
So, 72 hours into the
trip and we had both
caught fish, with the
count 5 to Gary and
2 for me. The Van
was still going strong
thanks to Gary’s
“gentle” approach
and we had survived
the Linear circus.
However, we had ran
into spawning issues
already which we had
feared since departure
and the weather
wasn’t set to change. I
completely fell in love
with the Linear
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experience and was
already thinking of
going back, despite the
toilet facilities being
among some of the
worst I’ve ever seen,
and I’ve travelled most
of the globe! Why
on earth these big
fisheries can’t provide
something more than
a rancid port-a-loo
is beyond me. More
concerning to me is the
fact that some grown
men/women seem
unable to aim their
excrement into the
bowl!
In hindsight I think
because the fish were
getting ready to spawn
it explained the finicky
feeding behavior and
lost fish, along with
the reason the fish
were all grouping up
in the bowl area with
no interest in bait. I
was kicking myself in
the van thinking why
didn’t I fish 3 zigs just
under the surface
for the first 48 hours,
but then again other
anglers were using

zigs and still weren’t
catching, so its swings
and roundabouts really.
Even though it was
my first trip and we
turned up pretty blind,
the fact is, I could have
done more, should
have caught more or
orchestrated a move
sooner. Hindsight
is all well and good
because we make our
decisions based on
our knowledge at that
current time, but we
can only try to learn
from the experience.
The opening session
of our whistle stop day
ticket tour on Linear
Brasenose 2 had been
a success for both of
us. Loading the van
was
an art
form
itself
and
as the
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morning mist cleared
and the fishery gates
opened, off tootled
Max and Paddy in
their rickety van bound
for Yateley…. (to be
continued)
Whatever angling you
get into this month
as always, I wish you
all “Wet Nets and
Screaming Reels.”
If you have enjoyed
reading this piece
and are using social
media, please check
out my page and follow
my adventures on
Instagram
@YourBestCatch90

Alex
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Looking for
an Edge
in Your Carp Fishing?
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A diary to track, analyse and
share your carp ﬁshing adventures

Tails of Spanish
Gold….
by James Harrison
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Many moons ago,
when the hair was
less grey and the belly
not so portly, I had
the unenviable task
of reviewing foreign
carp lakes for a certain
‘Worldly’ carp mag.
Tough times I can
assure you. I was
lucky enough to go
to some really good
venues but after a
while they become a
bit samey and I wanted
to find somewhere
that offered something
different both for me
and for the reader.
Outside of France, the
only popular alternative
was the Ebro in Spain,
but it had been written
about before and
wasn’t quite what I was
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looking for.
Eventually
I found
someone
offering off
the beaten
track trips to
some large
lakes also in
Spain, but
well away
from the Ebro area. By
large I’m talking 4000
acres for the ‘small’
lake and the other at
12000 acres. This was
more like it!

a number of years in
Spain still had next
to no grasp of the
language and relied on
a few poorly spoken
Spanish nouns and
pleasantries to get
by – think of Delboy
I contacted the
using Spanish rather
company and spoke
than French sound
to a guy called Matt
bites and you’ve got
who ran the tours. Matt him perfectly. He told
was your typical ex-pat a good story and the
who’d been working as photos seemed to
a plasterer in southern back everything up, so
Spain but
we sorted a trip to the
turned his
smaller of the lakes,
hand to
Sierra Brava, for June
fishing trips. of that year.
A very laid
back and
As much as I was
likeable
excited for the trip the
character
thought of fishing a
who
4000 acre lake was
considering daunting. I was entirely
he’d spent

Tales of Spanish GOLD
We turned off
the main road
and headed
towards the
dam wall.
The dry,
rocky, dusty
ground and
tufts of grass
gave way to
an enormous
in Matt’s hands. I flew
expanse of
out to Madrid where Matt water. It stretched from
collected me, and we
my feet to the mountains
drove the 4 hours to his on the horizon. I can
base in a small village
remember thinking,
in the Extremadura
“I’ve bitten off more
region called Talarubius. than I can chew here”.
There we gathered the
Matt reassured me that
gear and off we headed I would catch, and we
to ‘Brava’. On the way
dumped the gear at the
we crossed over the
dam wall. Thoughts of
larger of the two lakes,
Matt staying with me, at
Orellana, and stopped
least for the first night,
to briefly take in how
soon vanished as he
magnificent a place this announced he was off
was – more about this
and would see me in a
in the coming months.
few days. A few days!?
We then stopped at a
Here I was, in the middle
deserted cafe about
of nowhere.
a mile from Brava to
I spoke less
collect permits before
Spanish
heading off to begin
than Matt,
the adventure. I could
had no
see the dam wall as we
phone and
drove up and that gave
just enough
a slight indication as to
provisions
what was about to come. for a few
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days. I wasn’t best
pleased but swallowed it
in the name of keeping
things friendly. Before
he left, Matt scattered
a load of boilies off the
top of the dam wall and
disappeared.
Well, there was nothing
for it, so I started to get
the gear sorted out. The
sun was blazing down,
and the place looked
incredible. Could I catch
from here? As I sifted
through the ‘hotchpotch’
of tackle Matt had
supplied I heard that
unmistakeable sound
of a crashing carp.
Immediately I turned
around and scanned the
water. Sure enough, a
few moments later, out
crashed a sizeable carp,
about 100 yards away.
Confidence levels took

84
a much needed boost.
I soon had three bags
wanged out and sat
back to take in the
surroundings, cracked
open a lukewarm beer
and waited for one
of the tips to hoop
over. It was quite
surreal seeing the tip
arch over, the buzzer
starts screaming and
the Longcast go in to
melt down - “I’ve got
a bite” I said to myself
in Rodney Trotter
like obviousness and
entered in battle with
a spirited Spanish
mirror. It wasn’t the
biggest carp in the
World but the golden
coin like scales in a
broken pattern made
for a stunning looking
carp. Pictures done,
it was time for a what
was now a warm
celebratory beer. I
really couldn’t believe
it – I’d caught a carp
from 4000 acres.
Suddenly it didn’t seem
so big after all. It didn’t
stop there – by night
fall I’d landed 4 very

James Harrison
pretty carp to around
25lb. I was blown
away by the whole
experience. With night
fishing illegal in Spain
I fished ‘til dark (ok
maybe a little after)
and happily wound
the rods in. It had a
been a very long, but
incredible day.
During the week I
caught steadily. Off
the top of my head it
was around 20 carp,
nothing big, but it
was a certain mirror
about 27lb that was to
change the course of
my life dramatically. It
is without doubt one

of the most stunning
carp I’ve ever caught.
It is the carp that set
the clock for me to
move to Spain and
fish for these amazing
creatures. I was lucky
enough to have a
girlfriend at the time
who had worked in
Spain as an English
teacher, spoke fluent
Spanish and was
as keen as I was to
move out there. Three
months after returning
I was packing a 4x4
with all our belongings
ready to start an 18
month rollercoaster of
an adventure.

Monks Pit part 2
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Chapter 10 only in next months
Talking Carp!!!!

you can buy Spug’s latest book Carping mad 3
by clicking the link below
www.mikespugredfern.com/carping-mad-books

ACA Bank Buddy ONLY £27.99

The ACA Bank Buddy is a waterproof wireless speaker that has been designed and
built with outdoor adventures in mind
A GREAT ADDITION TO YOUR KIT !!!!!!!!!!!!!
PRODUCT FEATURES INCLUDE :
Blue Tooth Connectivity
Hands Free Call Facility
Two Way Control
AUX Input to play DVD’S etc
Built In FM Radio
Shock and Waterproof

Get Yours Now at http://acaproducts.co.uk/?product=aca-bank-buddy
100% of all profits from the sale of Bank Buddy goes to Charity.

ACA Thermal
Trousers
100% Waterproof

Wind-proof &
Breathable
Fleece-lined.
Super stylish and very
comfortable outdoor
waterproofs.
This modern
Peachskin fabric is
essentially a hi-tech,
synthetic version
of traditional moleskin clothing. It is beautifully soft to the touch and ACA have
combined it with a complimentary, lightweight Taslan-type synthetic shell on the seat
& knees to produce a very elegant outdoor set.
Ideal for: Fishing, Shooting, Hunting, Walking, Working, Spectating, and loads of
other outdoor activities.
Overtrouser features: with..
Elasticated Waistband & Press-stud Fastener.Velcro Adjuster to fit bottoms snug
around boots.Reinforced Taslan to Knees and Seat.2x Side Hand Pockets.2x
External Patch Pockets.
Available in Sizes:

Large, XL, 2XL, 3XL

Now available In assosiation with NAVITAS !!!!!!!!
check the ACA website for more information
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Event Overview:

We enter our 4th year at the Midlands Carp Champs 2019, year on year
the event has grown but we have decided again to keep the format of
the events this year the same as previous with 2 x 10 Peg qualification
rounds where the top 5 pegs - decided by overall weight of carp caught in
48 hours will then go in to a 10 Peg Final, the events can be fished as a
pair or single you simply purchase a ticket and the option is yours.
Throughout 2019 we have decided that we would give what we can back
to the sport so we are supporting Rob Hughes and Carp Team England
with this each ticket sold has a £5 admin fee attached and these fees
will be given directly to Carp Team England – Rob has informed us that
these funds will go towards supporting the England Ladies Team in the
forthcoming World Cup in France. We believe this is a fantastic direction
the sport and the team are taking and we wish them the very best of luck
in their efforts.
We are delighted and honoured to have been given access through
the night to this magical day only water and we thank the Ranger team
for allowing us to host both qualifying rounds and the Final of the 2019
Midlands Carp Champs back at what we believe is the best carp day
ticket lake in the Midlands – Kingsbury Water Parks - Pine Pool.
The 2019 event we have again tried to keep the cost of entry to a
minimum whist still being able to offer competitive prize money, vouchers,
trophies and complimentary leads that are provided by our fantastic
sponsors – this year we thank and welcome on board JMC Tackle who
have provided vouchers for the winning pair and Chameleon Leads (Alan
Scholes) who has continued to support the events in the past couple of
years.

Midlands Carp Champs
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Venue Overview:
•
Size of Lake 7.52 Acres
•
Type of Lake - Day Ticket – No Open Access Night Fishing
•
Ticket Cost £5 per day (2 Rods, 2 x day tickets required for 3 rod
use)
•
Fish Stock Good stock of doubles and 20s
•
Biggest Fish 30lb+
•
Features: Islands, gravel spots, bays, weed, reeds, shallow area
The water parks extensive fishery management plan over the past 2
years has seen the stock grow impressively and they have added a
number of home grown carp into the water in 2018 that have settled in
well and have made great additions to an already impressive stock of
carp.
You can find us on Facebook “Midlands Carp Champs” Follow us for all
the latest news, updates and live footage from the 2019 events.
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Catch
Reports
Featuring -

Clear water fisheries, wyreside
Fisheries, Brooms Cross fishery, White
springs fishery, Plus many more

Catch Reports
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Craig
Wallis

Fishing at Wintons Fishery in Burgess Hill and landed one of the 2
50’s in the complex. "The Pretty One!" She put up a hell of a fight,
managing to take out my 2nd rod in the process! After a 10 min scrap
trying to keep it out of the snags and going back in to my other line,
I managed to land the beast. To say I was ecstatic is under stating
it. I was Fishing from Bill's Corner on Kingfisher Lake and it roared
off at 8.45 Saturday night. she is a new PB for me by 4lbs at 50lb
4oz! I was fishing in the margins at the base of the drop off and with
Natures Baits Alpha Wafter, a stick and 4 freebies by the hook.
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Kellet
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Week commencing 9th -17th Feb
There is not a huge amount to report on the fish front this week as all the lakes have
had at least partial lids on them a couple of times and with not many anglers on
when the water has been wobbly its been slow going.
However, Kellet is fast becoming ‘probably’ one of the best North West winter
waters and just keeps chucking up bites no matter what the weather conditions
throws its way. Liam Green on a social with his mates earned the bragging rights
as he managed to have 4 fish in 48 hours from peg 2 in bitterly cold conditions with
weights of 20lb, 2 x 16lb and a 12lb. You certainly can’t complain at that in winter.
On the pike fishing front Keer has produced a few pike this week with Dave
Drummond having 3 fish, two being mid doubles and there’s even a story of a
mythical beast grabbing a jack on the way in letting go just at the net, with Dave
estimating the pike to be over 20lb.
Pike fishing is still available on Keer, Monday – Thursday at £15 a day until the end
of March.

Week commencing 16th -24th Feb
One of the bigger commons made an appearance in Kellet this week with a new
high weight of 28lb. The lucky angler was Tom Forsyth, fishing alongside Lawrence
Edwards who was not to be outdone with fish of 23lb and 17lb all fish were taken on
PVA bags of pellets cast into holes in the weed in pegs 8 & 9. The 28lb common was
a new PB for Tom but unfortunately no one was around to give him the traditional
Clear Water soaking. Next time Tom.
Other notable captures this week was from Jordan Russle and Nathan Pickering
having a bit of a mates social over 24 hours both managed fish with 4 between
them, 18lb, 16lb, 16lb and 13lb respectably.
This weekend also saw Mark Gallagher and Lee Boyd not letting us down and
having a few fish with weights of 19lb & 21lb.
Kent’s Bank really kicked into life this week with people having multiple fish catches
over their sessions. Jack Pritchard moving over from the syndicate lake for a 24hour
managed 5 fish with the best being a common of 15lb.
One angler who really stood out this week was Adam Clarke, fishing a day session
he had no less than 6 fish. Adam didn’t wat to give away his tactics, but we
eventually dragged it out of him. Spodding maggots and crushed boilies over mid
depth zigs seamed to produce most of his bites.
Keer has again been fishing slow with the deeper water seemingly taking longer to
warm up, however with this mini heatwave we are experiencing there has been 3
fish out this week. Most notable being one of our mega fast-growing stocked mirrors
at 34lb 10oz with other fish of 21lb and 14lb.
Paul Curwen with Keer Lake with a 27lber 14lb stockie and Ben Hesketh with a
16lb Mirror
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Keer

Kents Bank
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available in highly
visual colours
creates the
perfect aligner
keeps the bait
tight to the hook
unique shrimp design

WWW.PBPRODUCTSUK.CO.UK
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downforce tungsten range
Keep your end tackle
concealed
Weed and silt colour
variations available
Maximum weight, minimum fuss
Extensive range of
terminal components

WWW.PBPRODUCTSUK.CO.UK
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Superior
coated rig
material
Fast-sinking
and flexible
Easy to strip

Thousands of
carp captures
across Europe
and the UK

15lb, 25lb,
35lb
Gravel,
Weed and Silt

WWW.PBPRODUCTSUK.CO.UK
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GLOW IN THE DARK RANGE
ALL PRODUCTS FITTED WITH
NIGHT-GLOW HANDLES.
RANGE INCLUDES:
HARDENED STEEL BAIT DRILL
ULTRA-FINE GATED SPLICING NEEDLE
ROBUST STEEL SHAFT EXTRA STRONG
ALL-ROUND NEEDLE
SUPER-STRONG GATED BAITLIP NEEDLE
ELONGATED GATE-LATCH STRINGER NEEDLE

COMFORT RANGE
ALL PRODUCTS FITTED WITH
ERGONOMICALY DESIGNED
SOFT-TOUCH HANDLES.
RANGE INCLUDES:
BAITLIP, ALLROUND AND
STRINGER NEEDLES
STRIPPER TOOL
KNOT PULLER TOOL
SPLICING THREADER

WWW.PBPRODUCTSUK.CO.UK
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HOLLOW KEVLAR

Snag leader, industry leader
Another first from PB Products.

Constructed using Kevlar this snag leader is very tough yet also very easy to splice –
it can be connected to Silkray leaders without any knot at all (knotless connection).
The perfect choice to use as a hook link for those exotic trips to the Continent or even
Thailand for hunting big catfish. Available in 80lb breaking strain on 50m spools
Easy To Splice Knotless Construction Very Tough
Heavy Sinking Extremely Supple – No Memory
Ultra Abrasion Resistant Available In Gravel, Silt
And Weed Colour To Suit All Substrates.

Available in all PB Products stockists

matthew
davis166
22lb
Common

18lb mirror
sunny 2
matthew
davis

D

Wyreside

Rob
madurey

Paul
Johnson
Bantons (
Sams fish
32lb 11oz

**** Latest Catch Report ****
Well what a fabulous week - days to 18 degrees and
proper wakeup call!
This week Paul Johnson (member) Bagged himself
The stunning Sam’s Fish at an encouraging 32lb 11
spot on the back of the Plateaux. The winning appro
boilies with a matching pop up over the top.
Over on Sunnyside 2 Mathew Davies on his first eve
hours and was rewarded with 6 fish between 15lb &
scopex with a corn tipper fished on a slip D-Rig over
Majury carries on his fantastic winter form landing 8
fishing ¾ to the island over 4KG of corn and boilies,
On Sunnyside 1 the fish seem to be loving the sun to
the shallows. However there has still been a few fish
own Bobby Walkden weighing in at 15lbs caught from
with a pink pop up. Wayne Blank A lot Hodge came u
one of his favourite swims (peg 10) decided he had
got his rods in just before dark and manged 2 bites r
walk round!
Tight lines for now - we will be back later this week w
stock for Wyre lake :)
Wyreside Lakes

Bobby
Walkden
Sunny 1
15lb mirror
www.wyresidelakes.co.uk

15lb mirror
sunny 2
167
matthew
davies

Dave smith
sunny 2

Fisheries

d nights no colder than 8 and the fish have had a

rob
madurey
common s2

not only one of the A team but a new PB as well.
oz’s from right of Stella fishing 20 wraps to a clear
oach was a light baited area of chopped manila

er trip to Wyreside decided to fish peg 17 for 48
22lb! All fish were caught 15 wraps out on Nash
r a bed of Hemp corn and casters. Next up Rob
fish this week from peg 13 on Sunnyside 2 who was
he fished a blow back rig with a pink pop up.
oo and spending most of their time sun bathing in
h landed one of which coming to the rod of our very
m peg 3 to the far margin over a big bed of maize
up for a walk around and seeing a few fish show in
to fish, so after acquiring Callum Fishing Gear he
resulting in 1 fish a 13lb common no bad for a quick

Matthew
Davis
Sunny
2 19lb
common

with an update on the predation fence and the new

Pike Pete
Bantons
Jack

01524 792093
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Catch Reports

Anthony
needs 23lb
mirror

Darren ned
Joce 26lb 6oz

Darren ned
Joce 27lb
mirror

Dave
Flounders
22lb 8oz from
pit

Georgina
Bowen 28lb
4oz leather

Jac Bennett
18lb mirror

Catch Reports

Josh Dyer
22lb 8oz
Ghost
common

lee stokes
from peg 2

Tyrone smith
‘hercules’ 33lb
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Kevin Kendle
30lb 4oz

Leon Aubery
21lb 8oz

tyrone smith
29lb 2oz
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Review

Review
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Jack Thomas
with a 24lb
12oz Lower
Alt chunk

Carl Pearsonwith an Upper Alt mirror just
shy of 20lb

Jack Thomas with Moonscale from Lower
Alt at 25lb 8oz

Stevie Williams with a lovely Lower Alt 21lb
mirror

Team Taska man
Franny Donovan
smashed his PB with
Sue at 34lb 14oz

Stevie Williams with a 21lb 4oz Lower Alt
beauty
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Brian
Boggild
Fishing
on
Lower
Alt

Above - 22.14
Left - 25.14
Below - 23lb
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Catch Reports
Your Name: Daniel
Cordon
type of fish and
weight
Common carp 12 lb
6oz
Info about the
catch
Caught on Hobo
Armour end tackle
on a mild February
afternoon.

Your Name:
Dave Gostelow
type of fish and
weight
Common 28lb 12oz
Location of catch
North west club
water
Info about the catch
Repeat capture of
the biggest carp
in the lake, turned
up in the dark for a
quick night between
work and had her
from the same spot
from a. Previous
capture early the
next morning

Catch Reports
Your Name:
Gareth
type of fish
and weight
Mirror carp
26lb 7oz
Location of
catch
Shearwater
Info about
the catch
Caught on a
bloodworm
boilie.

Monthly
Catch Report
WINNER
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James Fowler
took an
opportunity for
a few hours
fishing on a
local park lake,
and with his
rods static he
decided to go
looking for the
fish and is glad
he did… flicking
a bait out to a
few cruising
fish then this
happened!! This
stunning 33lb
12oz beauty
took the bait.
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Catch Reports
Your Name:
Jason Plumbridge
type of fish and weight
Mirror 26lb
Location of catch
Horton cray pool
Info about the catch
After finding that the
lake I’m concentrating
on was really busy I
decided to take a walk
over to the cray and with
only one other angler set
up on the other side it
looked like a good shout
after having a few liners
throughout the night the
right hand rod melted
off around 5 am and this
lovely 26lb common was
sulking in the net.

Your Name:
Karl Brandreth
type of fish and
weight
Mirror carp 31lb
8oz
Location of
catch
Monument 1
Info about the
catch
I had been there
4 hours when my
rod ripped off
They were cast
at ten wraps to a spot that was fizzing I caught it on foam topped with maggots
that had been soaking in caramel cream from spotted fin, on a spotted fin size 6
hook With hemp and corn in a pva mesh bag flavoured with caramel cream and
hemp oil from spotted fin 2oz lead. Lead core with a taska flying back lead

Catch Reports

Your Name:
Leigh Leavesley
type of fish and weight
Common 24lbs 6oz
Location of catch
Shropshire
Info about the catch
Mainline Baits Hybrid boilies
and ibhooks size 4 wide
Gape doing the damage.
This was first fish this year
from the venue
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Kev Beaumont fished a local
park lake using Rod Hutchinson
Fluoro KMG in 12mm on the
back of Carp Tackle Online
Scorpion Curve hooks and was
duly rewarded with these 2
beauties.
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Catch Reports

I was given the opportunity to fish private water at very short notice. I had never
seen the lake before and was keen to get there before nightfall for a good look,
however due to work commitments I arrived at the lake with 30 mins of daylight
left (best laid plans and all that) so quickly walked around to try and get an idea of
where the fish may be.
I saw signs of fish around forty yards out towards the left hand margin, so I quickly
made my way back to the car to grab the maker rod and soon had the area clipped
up.
Darkness soon engulfed the lake and I decided to make camp for the night from
where I had seen the fish. I decided to walk around to the area and scatter some
Steamies TNT over the spot before casting out. I found areas to deploy my other two
rods and sat back in the hope of cold water scaley. As the night drew on frost started
setting on the ground which had me doubting my chances, next thing you know my
delkim let out its battle cry and I was in. After a spirited scrap my prize was waiting in
the net ready to be weighed and the obligatory trophy shots.
That’s my 2019 account up and running with this 24lb 14 cold water scaley happy
days!!
Rig Marole components: FLX mainline, Freefall braided tubing, Skinfull, bait screws
and CamH20
Bait - Steamies TNT, Rocket fuel and TNT popups
.
Michael McMahon

Rig Marole
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FINELY TUNED TACKLE

30/04/2015 16:27:46

Bloodworm Complex
A complex combination of real
bloodworm and pure haemoglobin (the
protein found in red blood cells) to make
a rich liquid that will naturally mimic
bloodworm beds. Using a complex
technique we have manage to dissolve
the inners of the bloodworm to create
this superior liquid.
Available in 500ml bottles
RRP £7.99
Milky Nut
This dense sweet liquid has been
specifically designed to stay on the
lake floor slowly dissolving releasing
clouds of attraction. Manufactured inhouse from water soluble nut extracts
and pure milk proteins it boasts a
high nutritional value and exceptional
attractive properties.
Available in 500ml bottles
RRP £7.99
Raw Krill
‘Raw Krill liquid’ is exactly that, raw
Krill in a bottle. Packed with nutrientrich properties, combined with an
individual aroma, salty taste and
distinctive colour. Being naturally PVA
friendly the applications are endless,
can be applied over particles/pellets/
groundbaits, added to recipes or even
used neat in solid PVA bag approaches.
Available in 500ml bottles
RRP £7.99

Red Stench
This beautifully foul concoction is
a delicate blend of heat fermented
chillies, short chain fatty acids,
powerful esters and unique flavour
compounds. Designed to generate
a powerful aroma and provide an
array of feeding triggers that will
disperse at different levels and rates.
Incredibly pungent and very, very hot.
Available in 500ml bottles

Soluble Hemp

There is no denying the popularity of Hemp oil,
and cant be without reason although the facts do
not reflect. Fish locate food by detecting dissolved
components in the water, FACT, oils cannot be
dissolved in water FACT. With this simple rule of
thumb we have developed the first SOLUBLE liquid
hemp. Manufactured solely from premium Hemp
Seeds using an undisclosed method, it contains the
same amino acid profile and nutritional properties as
any other pure hemp product. An extremely dense
liquid and completely water soluble yet PVA friendly
for unlimited applications.
Available in 500ml bottles

RRP £7.99

TriSweet

Developed to bring a powerful new method
of instantly enhancing the sweetness of
different baits, by using a unique technique
to fuse three different immensely sweet
additives into one. Completely water soluble
and impossible to overdo, it will explode
the scale on sweetness. Due to its varied
fusion of ingredients it can be used in any
conditions and will remain soluble in any
water temperature.
Available in 500ml bottles

RRP £7.99

This months advertisers ACA - Anglers Charity Auctions
Castaway PVA
Carping Mad 3
Deeper
Elite Tackle
Finygo
Galaxy Baits
Hazy’s Tackle
Hooked On Baits
Line Recycling
Mainline Baits
P.B. Products
RidgeMonkey
Rig Marole
Taska

Thankyou for reading and your
continued support
Please send your articles and catch reports
by the 28th March 2019 for next months
magazine
brian.dixon@talking carp.co.uk
buggy@talkingcarp.co.uk
dave@talkingcarp.co.uk

The Carp magazine
for Carp anglers written by
YOU !!!!!!!
‘The Talking Carp Team’
Brian Dixon
Mark Faulkner
Dave Harnick Snr

